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On July 7, 2009, Al Franken used to be sworn in as This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken Won
the Minnesota Senate Recount Minnesota's junior united states senator-eight months after
Election Night. within the kick back of November 2008, Republican incumbent Norm Coleman
led by means of a slender 215 votes, a margin that caused an automated statewide recount of
greater than 2.9 million ballots. Minnesota's resulting recount, and the contentious criminal and
public family conflict that may play This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken Won the Minnesota
Senate Recount out among the Franken and Coleman attorneys and staff, at the same time
involved and pissed off Minnesotans and the nation-all whereas a filibuster-proof Senate hung
within the balance.This isn't really Florida is the behind-the-scenes saga of the largest, longest,
and costliest election recount in American history. Reporter Jay Weiner coated the total recount
process-for which he used to be commemorated with Minnesota's so much prestigious
journalism award-following each weird and wonderful twist and switch and its many colourful
personalities. in response to day-by-day reporting in addition to interviews with greater than 40
crusade staffers and different individuals within the recount, this isn't Florida dives into the
motivations of key avid gamers within the drama, together with the exploits of Franken's lead
lawyer Marc Elias, the various blunders made by means of Coleman advisers, and the way the
Franken team's devotion to information assortment helped Franken win the recount by means of
an insignificant 312 votes.In a This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken Won the Minnesota Senate
Recount fascinating, blow-by-blow account of the ancient recount that captivated humans
nationwide, Jay Weiner will get inside of crusade conflict rooms and judges' chambers and
takes the reader from the uncertainties of Election evening 2008, throughout the arguable
nation Canvassing Board and a grueling eight-week trial, to an attract Minnesota's excellent
Court, and at last to Al Franken's long-awaited and emotional swearing-in.This isn't really
Florida provides a big and unforgettable second in political background that proved that it is by
no means particularly over till it really is really over
Sportswriter Jay Weiner has compiled a hugely detailed, step-by-step, play-by-play account of
Norm Coleman’s try and grasp directly to his united states Senate seat following the 2008
election and his Democratic challenger, Al Franken’s attempt to This Is Not Florida: How Al
Franken Won the Minnesota Senate Recount forestall him.No one could fault Weiner’s study
into this project. through his personal count, he interviewed greater than 40 key members within
the political conflict to realize keep an eye on of the Senate. However, it’s a pity that Weiner
asked a Q&A with Coleman 5 times, yet, the previous Senator “never responded.” There might
be no doubt; this e-book would’ve been solely varied had Coleman’s voice been heard.As due
to the Coleman’s silence, what you get right here makes This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken
Won the Minnesota Senate Recount no try out whatever to be “fair and balanced.” you'll be
difficult pressed to discover one confident factor written approximately Republicans of any type
mostly or Coleman and his felony protection group in particular. you'll want to come clear of
Weiner’s chronicle of the 2008 united states Senate recount considering that Republicans
can’t do something correct and Democrats can’t do whatever wrong. until you’re deeply into

politics, interpreting Weiner could be kind of like what the actual, eight-month-long, glacier-like
court docket struggle can have appeared to these involved. An lawyer for crew Franken, David
Lillehaug “said the trial wasn’t like observing paint dry, it used to be like looking forward to paint
to peel.” examining “This isn't really Florida” is so one-sided editorially, you’ll imagine you
simply witnessed a landing dance finally zone, a bounce around the net, or fist bumps all up and
down the dugout bench This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken Won the Minnesota Senate
Recount following a bases loaded domestic run. this This Is Not Florida: How Al Franken Won
the Minnesota Senate Recount is often one writer’s ticker tape parade celebrating and
worshiping all issues liberal and all issues Democratic.
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